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Dr. Peter Fisher: An Enduring Force for
Homeopathy
Robert T. Mathie1
1 Homeopathy Research Institute, London, United Kingdom

But strew his ashes to the wind
Whose sword or voice has served mankind,–
And is he dead, whose glorious mind
Lifts thine on high?–
To live in hearts we leave behind
Is not to die.
Thomas Campbell: Hallowed Ground (1825)
The world of homeopathy continues to mourn Peter Fisher’s
sudden death in a terrible road accident in August. Collectively and individually, we suffer the pain of losing homeopathy’s most prominent opinion leader, the longest-standing
Editor-in-Chief of this journal, and this year’s President of the
Faculty of Homeopathy. Medicine, more generally, has lost
one of its most passionate and successful advocates for the
integration of complementary and conventional treatments
in individuals with chronic and complex health problems.
His irreplaceable loss devastates his family and friends, and
leaves bereft each and every one of us who works in the area
of clinical or scientiﬁc homeopathy.
In the role now of Acting Editor of Homeopathy, I have
been privileged to receive many heart-felt messages of
reﬂection—from around the world—on Peter’s passing. Typical of these are the following:
‘It is difﬁcult to imagine that [the news] is true, but it is in
the papers so it has to be true, and we have to face the
horrible truth.’
‘What a tragedy. We have to work even more for homeopathy from now.’
‘The news of the deadly cycling incident reached us this
afternoon. It will be a huge loss for science and for homeopathy. He was a great ﬁghter for quality in scientiﬁc research
in homeopathy.’
‘The loss of Peter must be hard for his family, and it is also
tragic for homeopathy on so many levels. He has contributed
more to homeopathy than most of us can dream of.’
‘It is shocking that Dr. Peter Fisher is no more. It is a great
loss to the homeopathic fraternity. Currently, when homeo-
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pathy is going through a
historical low, his presence was all the more
required.’
‘Dr. Peter Fisher’s
passing is a sad loss for
homeopathy. His desire
to give a solid evidence
Dr. Peter Fisher
base to homeopathy
shone through in his
writings that I was privileged to read.’
‘We are all deeply saddened to hear about the sudden
death of Dr. Peter Fisher. He was really an icon in the ﬁeld of
homeopathy.’
‘The best thing that can happen out of this tragedy is for
homeopathy to re-launch and become the real co-ordinated
international force for health and good that we know it can
and should be.’
As emphasised by these comments, Peter’s positive inﬂuence in homeopathy is unsurpassed. His personal approach is
rightly summarised in the BMJ as a ‘single-minded determination to promote homeopathy’ despite the ‘criticism and scientiﬁc evidence against it’.1 He was always the ﬁrst person to be
contacted when a public rebuttal was required for a newly
published article or commentary disparaged homeopathy and
its clinical effectiveness. A clinician by training, Peter’s comprehensive grasp of fundamental scientiﬁc evidence in
homeopathy was also second to none: his editorship of this
journal—over an unprecedented 32 years—provided many
sources of reference for that wealth of ready knowledge.
Peter’s own published record is impressive, including
more than 100 articles indexed in PubMed. Amongst these
are: his clinical trials on homeopathy for ﬁbromyalgia and for
rheumatoid arthritis;2,3 a patient-reported outcomes survey
from the Royal London Homeopathic Hospital;4 three
Cochrane reviews;5–7 a review of the international clinical
trial literature in homeopathy;8 and work on the homeopathic ‘model validity’ of clinical trials,9 undertaken during
his chairmanship of the International Scientiﬁc Committee
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for Homeopathic Investigations. Other topics of profound
importance to him are developed in Peter’s articles on
‘plausibility bias’10 and ‘effectiveness gaps’11 (terms that
he invented and championed), and in an opinion-piece on
polypharmacy and multi-morbidity.12 Together with his
many thoughtful and thought-provoking editorials for this
journal, including a recent piece on the problem of antimicrobial resistance,13 and his written responses to negatively critical articles and commentaries elsewhere, it is selfevident that Peter’s impact on homeopathy is indelibly
imprinted in the published literature.
This enduring contribution, alluded to also in the above
personalised comments from colleagues and friends worldwide, is a basis for hope and conﬁdence in homeopathy’s
clinical and scientiﬁc future beyond the tragic ending of
Peter’s life. Those he leaves behind can—and we must—build
on his striking example, ensuring that the force of his
singular commitment to homeopathy does not die.
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Keenly interested in music, art, philosophy, gardening.
Died, August 15, 2018, in a cycling accident in Holborn,
London.
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